Abstract
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In this paper, we present a shape identification method of free-form shells for controlling the static deformation mode to the desired one. It is assumed that the shell is varied in the out-of-plane direction to the surface and the thickness is constant. As an objective functional, a squared displacements error norm on the prescribed surface or at the loading points is utilized. A parameter-free shape optimization problem is formulated, and the shape sensitivity, called shape gradient function, is theoretically derived using the Lagrange multiplier method and the formula of the material derivative. The optimal shape is determined by the free-form shape optimization for shells, in which the derived each shape gradient function on the design surface is applied as the fictitious traction force to change the form. Several calculated examples show the effectiveness of the proposed method for the shape identification of free-form design of shell structures with a desired static deformation mode or required sriffness.
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1 (Shimoda, 2011a; Shimoda, 2013) . domain Ω ⊂ R 3 (boundary of ∂ Ω ), mid-area A (boundary of ∂ A), side surface S and plate thickness h. It is assumed for simplicity that a shell structure occupying a bounded domain is a set of piecewise flat surfaces, and the mapping of the local coordinate system (x 1 , x 2 , 0), which gives the position of the mid-area of the plate, to the global coordinate system
, is piecewise smooth. 
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(17) Fig. 3 Flowchart of the free-form optimization system. Firstly, the stiffness analysis and the adjoint analysis were done by a standard commercial FEM code and outputs of the analyses were utilized to calculate the shape gradient function. After that, a distributed force proportional to the shape gradient function −G was applied to determine the design velocity field V, and the shape was updated iteratively using the design velocity field V. This process was repeated until the optimal shape of each step was obtained.
, The deformed shape region was prescribed in the portion around the loaded line on the top.The desired deformed shape was defined as one in which the prescribed region was uniformly deformed downward. In the velocity analysis, the bottom edges were simply supported. and solved for comparison. It was confirmed that beads were created in each calculation, and that beads became deeper as the target displacement decreased owing to the increased stiffness. 
